
ON CHOLERA.?No. Y. 

By C. Macnamaiu, 

Surgeon to the Calcutta Ophthalmic Hospital, 

M. Sawas, a member of the Cholera Conference assembled 

at Constantinople in 1866, thus describes tbe origin of the 

European cholera of 1830-31: "In 1829 it broke out at Oren- 

burg, which maintained extensive commercial transactions with 

Bokhara. From Orenburg it passed to Kiakhta, a town on the 
frontier of the Russian empire, and the seat of a great fair. 

From Kiakhta the disease was communicated to Cabul in 

1829, after the fair, and thence it passed progressively to 

Herat and Meshed, and broke out in the following year in 

Teheran."* From the evidence, however, which I have already 
adduced, I trust I have made it clear that the Bombay Presi- 

dency, Scinde, and the Punjab, were under the influence of 

an invading cholera from the east, during the year 1827, 
which had reached Khivaf and Herat in 1829 ; and I shall 

now endeavour to tracc the continuation of the epidemic from 
In<lia, through Europe, to America. 

On the 26th of August, 1829, the disease broke out in the 

city of Orenburg; it was not, however, until the " 10th of 

September that its true nature occurred to the physicians of 
the place."J Between tbe 9th and 25th of the month, 57 

cases had been reported, and before the 21st of October, 747 
people were attacked by the disease. By the 20th of Novem- 
ber. the epidemic had entirely disappeared from the city, into 
which, in the first instance, it was said to have been imported 
by caravans from Bokhara. ? 

About the 23rd of September, cases of cholera began to 

appear in other parts of the Orenburg Government; and the 
first place in which it was known to exist was in the fortress 
of Rasusna, sixty miles west of Orenburg; and, between the 
3rd and 4th of October, it appeared in various villages and 
forts to the west and south-west of the district. The 

epidemic influence extended about two hundred miles to the 

north and north-west of Orenburg, and about sixty miles to 
the westward; this space it traversed between the 26th of 

August and the 6th of February, but the greater part of 

it was visited by cholera before the middle of November. On 

the 23rd of February the disease had well nigh disappeared, || 
though it stili cropped up here and there, being generated, for 
instance, at a few advance posts beyond the sanitary cordon 
round the infected localities. 

We witness, therefore, in this, the first detailed invasion of 

cholera into Europe, phenomena precisely similar to those I 
have described as occurring in India: the invading cholera 

progressing forward from east to west, and north-west, after 

a time almost entirely subsiding over the invaded area, but 

only to burst out again in these localities, and simultaneously 
to be engendered over a vast tract of country to the west and 
north-west of its former limits. 

We must pause for an instance to notice the progress of tho 
epidemic from India directly westward into Persia. I have 

already quoted a passage from the Government Gazette as to 

* Proceedings of the International Conference at Constantinople. 
1866 ; Calcutta, 1868, pp. 313 and 459. 

f The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. 36, p. 122. 
J Idem. 

? Proceedings of International Sanitary Conference at Constanti- 
nople, 1863, Calcutta, p. 395. 

|| Medico-Chirurgical lieview, Vol. 161, new series, p. 168. 
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the advance of cholera from Herat to Teheran in 1829. As 

this notice was derived from Russian sources, and had, there- 

lore, to travel from Persia to Petersburg, and thence to Cal- 

cutta via London, in days when steamers were unknown, we 

may safely conclude that the events recorded in the Calcutta 

Gazette cf January, 1830, had happened at least four months 

previously, consequently we may assume cholera to have existed 
at Teheran, during the time of its outbreak in Orenburg in the 
autumn of 1829.* It would appear, also, that the disease had 

subsided in Persia throughout the winter of 1829-30, for Sir 

W. Orichton informs us that, in the sjjriuy of 1830, the cholera 

broke out in the province of Corasan, and appeared at Tabreez, 
and in the seaport towns of Reslid and Baku on the Caspian. 
Jn July it was generated at Tiflis ; f it soon after appeared in 

Astracan, and hero " the stream of cholera, which entered 
Russia from the northern provinces of Persia, formed a junction 
with that which flowed from Tartary through Orenburg." J In 

fact, the time for the reproduction and advance of cholera 

had come round, and as surely do we find it progressing again 
from east to west, and north-west. The base from which 

the invading cholera of 1830 extended, occupied an imaginary 
line drawn through Teheran and the eastern boundary of the 

province of Orenburg. On the 4th of August, we hear of 

cholera at Tzamtzin and Saratov, where it raged with great 
violence, no less than 2,367 of its inhabitants having been carried 
off by the disease. Towards the end of the month it was at 

Nijnii Novgorod,? so that up to the end of August, 1830, 
the epidemic had advanced from east to west, to a line corres- 

ponding to about 45? E. long. Westward of this we hear of 

cholera on the 17th of September, at Kharkor, in the south of 
Russia, and at Moscow in its centre ; at the same time it was 

generated in the Government of Novgorod, the highest point 
northward, which it touched in 1830. [} To the south it ex- 

tended further, to the west into Bulgaria and the western 

provinces of Russia. 
Throughout the winter of 1830-31, there was a decided lull 

in the progress of the disease, although cases of cholera were 
constantly heard of over the area it had invaded beforo the close 
of the year, especially in the Russian army of Poland ; among 

these troops the disease was very prevalent during the winter. 

A few cases occurred in Vienna about the 20th of November. 

Solitary instances of the disease were observed at Cracow, Kiel, 
in Hamburg, Paris, and London, the 

" 
precursory indications of 

a migratory disease on the wing,"^f and being precisely 
analogous to the cases noticed as occurring in the north-western 

provinces of India in November, 1826, and to the west of the 

sanitary cordon at the close of 1829, 
True to its character, we find the cholera of 1830 in full force 

again in the spring of 1831. It first manifested its renewed force 

in the provinces ofVolhynia, Grodno, andYelna, and was at War- 
saw on the 14th of April; it soon afterwards broke out at Riga. It 

was very virulent among the Russian troops in Poland, (this war, 
in fact, has by some been considered as " the great cause of the 

rapid propagation of cholera in Europe.")** At the very same 
time we hear cholera had "crossed Arabia from Muscat to 

Mecca,"+f and was generated with fearful virulence among 

the pilgrims assembled in that place.JJ It would appear 

* Proceeding of International Sanitary Conference at Constantinople, 
1866 ; Calcutta, 1803, p. 459. 
t Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, "Vol. 36, p. 137. 
J Clinical Lectures on the Practice of Medicine, by Dr. Graves, p. 300, 
? Idem. 
|| Keport on Epidemic Cholera, by Drs. W. Baly and W. Gull, p. 122. 
TT The Cholera not to be arrested by Quarantine, p. 20, by Dr. Gavin 

Milroy. 
** International Sanitary Conference of Constantinoi>le, Calcutta, 

1S68, p. 113. 

, 
ft Report on Epidemic Cholera, by Dr3. "tt\ Baly and W. Gull, p. 122. 
Xt Official Reports cade to Government by Drs. Russel and Barry on 

CLvlera, p. 66, London, 1832, 

therefore that, in the spring of 1831, the invading cholera had 

progressed further in its northern than in its southern limits; 
hut this apparent difference might, of course, depend upon want 
of information as to the circumstances of the disease in the 

unexplored regions of Africa. However this may he, the whole 
of the countries to the east of a curved line from Mecca, "War- 

saw, Riga, and Archangel, were more or less under the 

influence of cholera before the end of August, 1831. It had 

reached Alexandria by the 2nd of August, and before this 

period invaded Asia Minor* and Egypt, f Cholera made its 

appearance at Constantinople in July, and again in Bulgaria ; 
by the middle of July it had reached Pesth, and covered the 

whole of Galicia. About the same time the epidemic was at 
Cracow, and, as we have already noticed, earlier in the year at 
Warsaw and Riga. Nor was this by any means its most north- 
erly point of attack during the summer of 1831, for we find 
it at Archangel in May. In the beginning of August it was at 
Ilelsingford ; after this Aland and the neighbouring islands were 
affected, and so it passed into Sweden.X 

In St. Petersburg the first case of cholera occurred in June ; 
the direction of the wind from the 1st of June to the 31st of 

August having blown 51 days from the east, 32 westerly, 
and 9 days variable. Every available means were employed -to 
surround the city by a sanitary cordon, the whole power of the 

Emperor being exerted to prevent infected persons from enter- 

ing the capital, but without the slightest effect ; at its appointed 
time, the disease was generated throughout the city, and con- 

tinued its work of destruction during the months of July and 

August. 
The cholera still continued its undeviating course westward. 

On the 3rd of August it had reached Berlin and Vienna; on 
the loth of the month "Bohemia was widely affected; but the 
disease did not spread from Vienna far to the south or west, 
and accordingly Carinthia and the Tyrol escaped, all being 
protected by strict precautionary measures. It is worthy of 
notice that cholera remained, as it were, stationary, and in a 

suppressed form, during the winter of 183L-32, in Hungary, 
Bohemia, and Germany. It did not spread to Saxony, Mecklen- 
burg, Bavaria, and scarcely into Hanover, although these 
bordered on infected states,?an immunity not to be accounted 
for by the existence of any natural boundaries, as mountains or 
rivers, for the limits are mostly conventional between the 
infected principalities and those that escaped; many have, there- 
fore, attributed their escape to the precautionary measures 

taken." ? Those who have followed me in this history will, 
I think, probably attribute the cessation of cholera at the line 

indicated by Dr. Graves to natural phenomena rather than 
to quarantine. I have quoted his words, because he gives us a 

clear account of the circumstances of the invading cholera of 
1831-32, which, true to its characteristics, progressed from east 

to west for a certain time, and then declined for a season to 

advance any further, precisely as it had done at Cawnpore in 
1826-27, in the Punjab in 1827-28, probably in Afghanistan in 
1828-29, and certainly in Orenburg and the south of Persia in 
1829-30, to the west of Russia in 1830-31, and to the west of 

Germany in 1831-32. 
I have already noticed the fact that the invading cholera was 

further advanced along its northern than its southern limits, 
and towards the close of the year 1831 we find the same rule 

holding good. Cholera appeared at Sunderland about the end of 

October,1| and was supposed to have been imported from 

* The London Medical Gazette, Vol. 9, p. 756. 

t Dr. Graves' Clinical Lectures, p.,302. 
J Official Reports on Cholera, by Drs. Hussel and Barry, p. 107. 

? Graves' Clinical Lectures, p. 302. 

|| Observations ou the Pestilential Cholera. By "W, Ainsworth, Esq.j 
London, 1832, p. 19,. 
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Hamburgh. " The persons first attacked in the port resided on 
the quay, and were exposed to intercourse with the shipping. 
No communication, however, was satisfactorily traced between 

these persons and the particular ships referred to, nor were any 
of these ships known to have persons sick with cholera on 

board."* Whether it is more probable that these non-infected 
ships should have introduced cholera into England, or that 
it should have been generated there in obedience to that mighty 
force which had caused it to move onwards from Bengal to the 
west of Europe, I leave it for the reader to judge; of one 
thing we are quite certain, and that is, the inhabitants of the 

populous village of Debtford, close to the Ayres quay, 
" where 

the disease was very prevalent and fatal," escaped its influence ; 
as did the agricultural villages in the immediate neighbourhood 
of Sunderland,f The truth is, that cases of cholera had in 

reality occurred in Sunderland as far back as the 5th, 14th, and 

27th of August?two months before the declared importation of 
the disease.J Cholera subsequently appeared at Newcastle, 
Gateshead, Edinburgh, and in London in February. The 

number of deaths in England amounted to 97 in November, 
282 in December, January 614, February 708, March 1,519, 
April 1,401. ? 
The influence of the invading cholera of 1831 having failed 

to pass beyond Germany, France remained absolutely free 

from the epidemic until the following year. On the 24th of 

March, however, cholera burst out in the very centre of the 

country at Paris. According to M. Gendrin, on the third day 
of the appearance of cholera, he received patients from every 
district of Paris into the Hotel Dieu. The patients' distant resi- 

dence, and opposite professions, preclude the probability of their 

having derived their disease from human contact. Of the first 

ninety-eight cases admitted into the hospital, no less than 

ninety-six died. || Within the first week of the disease, the 

mortality reached 500 per diem, and the cases to four times that 

amount; in eighteen days no less than 7,000 persons had 

died of cholera in Paris. M. Meurthe observes that the Luxem- 

bourg quarter contained about 20,000 inhabitants, and of these 
7,532 were indigent people, and 13,330 of the better classes. 

Among the former, no less than 4,500 suffered from cholera, 
and only 2,500 of the latter.^" The village of Issy, situated 
on the road from Paris to Versailles, totally escaped, although sur- 
rounded by other hamlets?Yanores, Vangirara, Beau, Grenelle, 
which were all cruelly ravaged by the disease. M. Gendrin 

remarks that all other diseases participated in the general 
features of the epidemic, exhibiting abnormal epiphenomena 
of a choleraic kind. This tendency was observed by almost 

every physician of eminence throughout Europe during the 

years 1830-31-32. 

At the time of the advent of the epidemic into France, it 

was also generated in Ireland, and spread over many of the 

principal towns in that island. The disease was re-prcduced 
in England, and, before the end of August, had visited Hull, 

York, Leeds, and several other large. towns ; the total number 

of cases in England, however, amounted only to 14,796, and 

of these 5,432 died. 
The progress of the invading cholera from east to west was 

not destined to be limited by the Atlantic. On the 8th of June, 

* Drs. Baly and Gull's Reports on Cholera, p. 21. And Cholera as 

it recently appeared at Newcastle and Gateshead. By T. M. Greenhow, 
p. 104. 

+ Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine. Edited by Drs. J. Forbes, 
Tweedie, and Conolly. Vol. I, p. 400. London, 1833. 

t Quarantine. By Gavin Melroy, M.D. London, 1847, p. 30. 
? Report on the Mortality from Cholera in England, 1S48-49. By 

.Mr. W. Farr. 
!| Monographie de Cholera Morbus Epidemique de Paris. Par A. M, 

Gendrin, Paris, 1832. 
S Historie du Cholera Morbus dans le quarter Luxembourg. Par 

H, Boulay de la Meurthe, Paris; 1&32, 

1832, it broke out among the inhabitants of the city of Quebec, 
and on the 10th at Montreal. On the 23rd of the month cholera 

appeared in New York, and on the 5th of July in Philadelphia. 
It spread over nearly the whole extent of the United States 

before the end of the year. The epidemic still continued its 

original course, attacking, for instance, the towns and villages 
along the banks of the St. Lawrence, then following the bor- 
ders of Lake Ontario, until it entered lake Erie, visiting Detroit 
and Amerstbergh on the 6th of July. 

It will be observed that as yet we have heard little or nothing 
of cholera in Spain or Portugal. These countries appear to have 

escaped the influence of the epidemic until 1833. 
The disease was said at the time to have been imported into 

Portugal. " The London merchant steamer sailed from England 
to Oporto on the 25 th of December, 1832, and arrived at the 

mouth of the Duro on the 1st of January, 1833, having lost 
seven men on the passage by cholera. The troops which she 
took out with General Solignac landed immediately at Foz, 
about ten miles west of Oporto."* Cholera appeared at Foz 

on the road to, and in Oporto before the loth of January, 
and spread to Coimbra and Gallieia. The circumstances of 

this case were reported on the 8th of May, 1833, by Mr. 

Lardner, and in a subsequent number of the Lancet (Novem- 
ber 22nd, 1834) he gives a more detailed account of the 

phenomena of the disease. In the first paragraph of his 

second letter to the Lancet, lie remarks, " I know that the Mainha; 
frigate in Yigo Bay, while at anchor alongside the Donna, 

Maria, was severely attacked with cholera in its most malignant 
form, while in the latter (although free and constant commu- 

nication existed between the two vessels) the disease never 

made its appearance." It appears, moreover, that the sick men 

landed from the London were at once confined in the Foz 

hospital, " which wa3 well calculated, by its locality, to hinder 
any communication from being made between the patients 
and Oporto." Yery shortly afterwards, however, the disease 

appeared in the very heart of the city. A month afterwards 
Aveiro was affected with cholera. There was every reason to 

suppose there was little, if any, communication between the 
cities, Aveiro being in the hands of the Miguelites. The disease 

did not appear in Lisbon till June; but it is most difficult to 

gain any precise information on these points, or as to the history 
of the epidemic in the interior. The press was gagged, ana 
the circumstances of the disease not allowed to be discussed. 

In Spain quarantine was most rigorously enforced. Every 
traveller from an infected district was subjected to the perfor- 
mance of quarantine ; and if he entered Spain without having 

gone through the formality, he was liable to be punished with 

death, his apparel burnt, and goods seized; the same punish- 
ment being extended to those who received him.f In spite 
of all these precautions, cholera raged with great violence in 

many of the provinces of Spain during the summer of 1833? 
and 1834. , 

The disease broke out on the 26th of February, 1833, in 

llavanah, and continued to the 20th of April, During this period 
no less than 8,253 persons were destroyed in a population of 

65,000 souls.? Later in the year the epidemic was generated 
with frightful virulence in Mexico; before August no less 

than 15,000 individuals are said to have perished from it.|| 

Throughout the year 1833. we hear of cholera being re-pro- 
duced over almost the entire area through which we have 

traced it during the preceding years. Cases occurred in the 

majority of tho large towns of Europe and America. Never- 

* London Medical Gazette, Vol, xii, p, 123* 
f Idem, p. 60. 

J Lancet,'October 5th, ] 833, 

? Idem, for 1834-35, p, 325, 
|[ Idemj p. 596, 
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theless, as a general rule, the disease was far less deadly, and 

very much more under the control of medicine, than during 
its period of invasion. 

In 1834 cholera had well-nigh disappeared from Europe, and 

men's minds began to be at ease on the subject. But this was 

far from being the case in India, for, as we shall presently notice, 
the whole of the Madras Presidency and the valley of the 

Nerbudda were under tho influence of a vast wave of epidemic 
cholera during the years 1832-33-34. 

On the 4th of April, 1835, the following passage occurs in the 
Lancet:?"We regret to say cholera has prevailed for some time 

back, if not extensively, yet with great violence, in some parts 
of the south of France; particularly at Marseilles and Toulon." 

Towards the end of June it was at Villafranca, and a few days 
afterwards it appeared at Nice, and Cunes i.i Piedmont. On the 

12th of August, cholera was generated at Turin, and during the 
same month at Genes. It extended along the coast of Genoa, as 
far as Livourne, and in November broke out at Venice, Trieste, 
and throughout the provinces of Verone, Bergame, Bresciae 

and Couno.* The disease then subsided in these parts, until 

the spring of the following year, when it was reproduced over 

the whole of Italy. It was very severe at Milan in April, 1836, 
and also along the Dalmatian coast. In October it appeared 
at Naples, in spite of quarantine and all the precautions usually 
adopted in the plague; physicians traversed the streets covered 

from head to foot with black sack of waxcloth, into which two 

pieces of glass were inserted to admit light.f The epidemic 
appeared at Ancona and in the island of Sicily, in Borne ; of 

9,372 persons attacked by cholera, 519 died.J 
On the 9th of June, 1837, cholera was generated among the 

inhabitants of Valetta, occurring in a house overlooking the 

quarantine harbour. It is remarkable that this very house was 

again attacked when the cholera broke out in Malta in 1865. 
The deaths among the civil population of the island between 
June and October, when the disease ceased, were 3,893 : among 
the garrison (including women and children) averaging 30*70 ; 

the cases were 315 and the deaths 78. The Mediterranean fleet 

suffered considerably, the first cases occurring in June. In 

some of the ships the earliest attacks were said to have occurred 
as they neared the coast, and before entering the harbour or 

communicating with the shore ; ? Malta had been kept strictly 
under quarantine both before and after the outbreak of cholera. 

The disease spread, however, to the Islaud of Gozo about a 

month after it appeared in Yaletta. Palestine was under the 

influence of cholera in 1837,(1 and so also was the African 

shore of the Mediterranean. On the 14th of October the disease 

appeared at Algiers, Bona, where the epidemic had prevailed 
for some time ; the number of cases on the 17th of October 

amounted to 328,^f Remarkable outbursts of cholera occurred 

during the year at various places in Italy, Marseilles Berlin, 
Prague, and in England, at Coventry, and on board the Dread- 

nought. "With regard to this latter instance, Dr. G. Budd 

remarks that there was no trace of infection from foreign parts, 
or that the disease was propagated from one patient to another. 
In the Iphigenia, moored under the stern of the Dread- 

nought, there was not a case of cholera, nor did it spread to 

Greenwich.** Mexico and Central America were again under 
the influence of an invading cholera in 1836-37. 

* 
Uncylographia des Science Medicalis, p. 20, T. 13. 

t Correspondence regarding Quarantine and Disinfection (letter from 
Dr. F. Mouat, P. J. Government of Bengal, loth October, 1S87.) 
X The Lancet, 21st April, 18oS. 
? The British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review, January, 

1868, p. 175. Lectures on the Cholera of 19C5-G3 bj Dr. Gavin Mch'oy. 
|] Idem, p. 186. 

If The Lancet, November ISth, 1837. 
** The Lancet, December 23rd, 1837, 

The question naturally arises, as to the circumstances of this 

remarkable outbreak of cholera, was this a reproduced 
or an invading epidemic ? If the latter, we should naturally look 
for its equivalent in India, for, so far as we have yet gone into 
the history of the disease, we know of no other locality from 

which Europe can be invaded by cholera. I think we have 

indications, though by no means complete evidence, of the 

existence of phenomena in the East explanatory of the above 
detailed facts. 

I shall presently describe the history of a vast outbreak 

of epidemic cholera which occurred over the Madras Presidency 
in 1832-33-34 ; it extended along the valley of the Nerbudda, 
and into Bombay. In 1835, the Hadjez* was under the 

influence of cholera, and I have given evidence of its subse- 

quent appearance throughout the basin of the Mediterranean 

in 1835-36-37, and at the same time of its being widely scattered 
over Europe. This outbreak of cholera, when viewed by the 

light of the epidemic of 18G5-66, is certainly very suggestive; 
and I feel confident its history will yet become clearer as addi- 

tional light is thrown upon it by those interested in these 

matters at home, and who can command documents and refer- 

ences from the various Government Offices, which it is impossi- 
ble for me to examine. 

"We cannot dismis3 this period in the history of cholera from 

our consideration without noticing one or two of the most 

marked instances advanced as evidence for or against the 

doctrine of contagion, for the battle on this subject commenced 
with the appearance of cholera in Europe, and has waged with 

more or less violence ever since. 

In the first place I may observe that there was probably never 

a greater effort made by the combined Governments of Europe 
to exclude an epidemic disease from their dominions by quar- 
antine than that exercised in the case of cholera of 1830-31. I 

have already noticed the fact that in Spain, in 1833, an infringe- 
ment of these laws was punishable by death. In our own 

country, among the various instructions issued by the Board of 
Health in London, the following will give us an idea of the 
means by which it was hoped, in October, 1831, to stay the 
progress of the disease in England:?" Immediately separate the 
sick from the healthy conspicuous marks on infected houses ; 
"rags, papers, old clothes, and hangings to be burnt;" "dead 

to be buried in the vicinity of the houses selected for cholera 

patients;" "all persons employed about the sick (including the 

.Doctor, of course,) to be kept apart from the rest of the com- 

munity ;" " all articles of food to be placed in front of infected 

houses, and received by one of the family after the person 

delivering them shall have retired " all intercourse with an 

infected town and the neighbouring country to be prevented 
" 
troops, or a strong body of police, to be drawn around infected 

places, so as utterly to keep the inhabitants from all intercourse 
with the country."f 

It is true that in very many instances the strictest possible 
internal quarantine did not succeed in excluding cholera, That 

such should be the result cf attempts at land quarantine by 
sanitary lines in the populous parts of Europe, accustomed to 

the utmost degree of daily intercourse, cannot appear surprising. 
To look for the rigorous enforcement of quarantine in such 

circumstances, has always appeared to us a very vain and weak 

expectation. And accordingly in Eussia, Austria, and Frussia, 

where unlimited command of troops, and the despotic nature 

of the Governments, present great advantages for the establish- 

ment of internal quarantine, the sanitary lines have been every- 

* Proceedings of the International Sanitary Conference of Constat 

tinople, Calcutta, 1866, p. 66. 
t Medico.Chirargical P.eview, "Vol, XVI., p. 267, 
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where overstepped by the disease again and again, after it had 

reached the more civilized parts of Europe.* As, for instance, 
in the case of Debrenzyn, in Hungary, which suffered more than 
any other town in the country, although guarded by a triple 
cordon.f 
The greatest efforts were made to keep the cholera out of the 

Russian capital, by means of quarantine ; but, as usual, these 

having signally failed, a strong double cordon of troops were 
still maintained around Larcozols and Peterhoff, to which the 

court and nobility, witb their attendants, in all 10,000 persons, 

retired, and resided in seclusion (among them, I am sorry to say, 
were two English physicians.) In the beginning of October, 
the restrictions were withdrawn ; and it was accurately ascer- 

tained that not a single instance of the disease had occurred 
within the enclosure, though it raged in all quarters around in 
the close vicinity of the lines.J 

" 
Kristofsky, situated in the middle of the populous islands of 

Petersburg and which communicates with them by ten mag- 
nificent bridges, and with the town by a thousand barges, which 
bring every day, and especially Sundays, very many people, who 
go to walk in the beautiful island, we say, has been completely 
preserved from cholera ; there has not been a single patient in 
the three villages which it contains. During the cholera, most 

of the French players retired to Kristofsky, and not a single 
patient was found among them; while out of the small number 
of their companions who remained in town, many either died 

from the disease, or were seized with its most violent form."? 
" On the St. Lawrence, immediately opposite to Montreal, and 

within a very short distance of the city, is a small island 

called St. Helena. Immediately upon the breaking out of 

cholera at Montreal, the authorities removed the military to 

"St. Helena." The people from the island went every morn- 

ing to the city to make their bazaar, and mixed with the inhabi- 
tants of the infected city; but, notwithstanding this daily 
constant communication, there was never one case of cholera in 

the island during the whole time."[) 
Colonel Tulloch states that, " Cases of cholera were first 

noticed in Quebec on the 8th of June, 1832, among a party of 

emigrants who landed there on their way to Montreal, in conse- 
quence of the steamboat in which they had embarked being 
overcrowded. On the following day a person belonging to the 

same party, but who had proceeded by vessel to Montreal, 
"was attacked shortly after his arrival there, and within a few 

days the disease became general in the town."^[ Dr. S. 

Jackson, however, the consulting Medical Officer of Philadel- 

phia, distinctly affirms that, although the emigrants were at first 

supposed to have transmitted the epidemic across the Atlantic, 
"a more close investigation into the facts connected with the 

commencement of the disease in these cities, served to destroy 
this supposition. It could not be traced to importation." 
The Brig Amelia left New York, when cholera prevailed, 

on the 19th of October, 1832, with one hundred and odd passen- 
gers on board; from stress of weather they were confined below. 
After being at sea six days, cholera broke out among them. On 

the 31st of October the vessel was wrecked on Folly Island. Up 
to this period twenty-four persons had died of cholera, and 

several remained sick. 

* 

Edinburgh Medical Journal, No. 37, p. 199. 
t Liverpool Medical Gazette, Vol. I, p. 277. 
+ Official Reports on Cholera by Drs. Eussel and Barry, p. 58, 

London, 1832. Idem, p. 203. 

? Observations Sur le Cholera Morbus. Par l'Ambassade de France 
in Kus3ia. Paris, October, 18:il. 

II Peport of the Committee on the Mauritius Cholera, 183G, p. 150. 
H Peport on the Sickness and Mortality amongst the troops in 

British America, p. 306. 

A boat's crew of wreckers was sent from Cliarlestowu to save 

a part of the cargo, and immediately after returning to the 

city one of them was seized with cholera and died. The patient 
resided in a most filthy part of the town, and was visited by 
" hundreds of curious people," but the cholera did not spread 
in Charlestown. The remainder of the M'reckers were sent 

back to Folly Island, and during the passage two of them fell 

sick with cholera and died; they are described as of exceeding- 
ly intemperate and dissolute habits. The crew of the vessel 

had from tlie vex-y first been placed under strict quarantine on 
tha island. Of four negroes, the only persons left on the island by 
the proprietor, three died, one a child and two adults. Of the 

wreckers eight died; of the guard employed to perform the duty 
of a cordon sanitaire, and who were stationed about 120 yards 
from the sick, nine were reported severely ill, and one died. The 
three physicians in constant attendance escaped, but a nurse 

employed on the first wrecker, who died, fell a victim to the 

disease a week afterwards.* 

The first case of cholera observed in the village of jMoor? 

Monkton, six miles from York, occurred on the 28th December, 
1832. The disease did not exist at the time in the neighbour- 
hood, or in any place within 30 miles. John Barnes, a labourer, 
had been suffering for two days from diarrhoea and cramp, 

when on the 28th December he was taken ill with all the symp- 
toms of cholera, and died the next day. Barnes' wife and two 

other persons, who 'visited the sick man, were seized with cholera, 
but recovered. The son of the deceased man arrived. He had 

been apprentice to his uncle, a shoemaker, in Leeds ; his aunt had 

died of cholera fifteen days before, and her effects were sent to 

J. Barnes without having been washed. The trunk containing 
the things had been opened by J. Barnes in the evening, and the 
next day he fell ill. This case is cited by the Cholera Commis- 
sioner of Constantinople in proof of the transmissibility of cholera 

by articles tainted with cholera, or soiled by their dejections.f 
(To be continued.) 

* The American Journal of Medical Science, Vol. XIV.. p. 378, 1831, 
t Proceedings of the Sanitary Confereaeo at Constantinople, 

Calcutta, lb03, p. 93, 


